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HOW TO READ YOUR PROGRAM 
 
Every project on the bridge is numbered.  The numbers begin at 1 on the NORTH side of the bridge and end 
at 54 on the SOUTH side of the bridge. 
 
If you are starting this walk on the NORTH side just begin here.  If you are starting this walk on the SOUTH 
side flip to the back of your program and work backwards! 
 

ARTIST STATEMENTS 
 
1 – OUT OF THE WATER/OFF MY TONGUE - A textile and language based installation, created by RUDI 
AKER aiming to bring awareness to the correlation of the of language loss in Wolastoqiyik communities and 
the diminished salmon population in the Wolastoq.  
 
2 – BALUCHON – This production premiered in April 2017 produced by the school/community group called 
“Par nous pour vous”.  This original work, which was written by CHANTAL DUGUAY MALLET WITH MUSIC 
BY ADELE LEBLANC AND YOLANDE MALLET DUGUAY, tells the story of Laurent Pare a 12 year old who 
lives in Pointe-Sainte-Anne village.  He is proud to be a descendant of Gabriel Godin, the founder of the little 
village.  In 1759, rage is building in Acadie, but the people of Pointe-Sainte-Anne want to keep their village.   
 
3 - KATIE J. AUGUSTINE – The art and practice of making ash baskets is a large piece of the history of the 
indigenous culture of the area.  Each material used in building the ash baskets has a purpose and contributes 
to the final outcome of the product.  As visitors to the bridge walk along, they will have the opportunity to 
add to the basket. Much like the ash; we all play a part, have a purpose, have a voice and contribute to 
society. 
 
4 – THE DEBATORS – Experience the raucous dialogue and pithy commentary of the confederate debates 
performed by local politicians DAVID COON, KATE ROGERS, BRIAN MACDONALD and DOROTHY 
SHEPPARD.  Using text from “Canada’s Founding Debates” by Janet Ajzenstat as the source material, Lisa 
Ross & Dee Chiasson crafted a short scene that offers a glimmer into the jousting that took place between 
politicians from 1864-1873 as the building blocks for Canada came together.  
 
5 – RAINBOW WARRIOR - The prophecy of the rainbow warrior is the inspiration behind this piece.  
“When the earth is ravaged, and the animals are dying, a new tribe of people shall come to earth from 
many colors, classes, and creeds and who, by their actions and deeds shall make the earth green again.”  
The present state of the world is worrisome, scary, enraging and sad.  However, ANGELA BEEK 
believes that there are rainbow warriors here already and many more are waking up to help heal and 
stand to protect our brothers and sisters and Mother Earth. 
 
6 – WOLFTREE WRITERS –The Wolftree Writers have been meeting for 26 years.  While on The Bridge, 
they will read texts written by members past and present, on the subject of their pasts – poems about one-
room schoolhouses, growing up in rural NB, a memoir of Great-Aunt Bessie (1849-1937).  Members 
participating include SHARI ANDREWS, VIRGINIA BJERKELUND, KATHY MAC AND JANET PATCH. 
 
7 – LINGUA FRANCA SPOKEN HERE - Lingua franca is a term for the language that is adopted as a 
common language between speakers whose native languages are different, for example English is currently 
considered an international lingua franca. Artist JENNIFER LEE invites you to join her interactive piece to 
disrupt our current lingua franca, English.  New Brunswick, Canada is a superb site for this piece, because it is 



officially "bilingual", yet this ironically does not capture the languages spoken in this territory by indigenous 
peoples for thousands of years before colonization occurred.  

 
8 – SONGS OF WAR – The STEPPING STONES TROUBADOURS, a group of sensational senior singers 
who call the Stepping Stones Seniors Centre home, will sing and harmonize a selection of War Songs to 
commemorate Canada’s military history.  
 
9 – THE HAND – THE WILMOT UNITED CHURCH began many years ago as the Fredericton Methodist 
Church but in 1850, the worst fire in Fredericton’s history began next door to the church.  By evening, almost 
2000 people were left homeless and many businesses were destroyed as well as the church. It was soon 
agreed that a new church be built – complete with a tall steeple. With a four-foot index finger pointing 
heavenward, it was created from a single white pine log by a woodcarver – Edward Carter.  Although it had 
to be removed because of decay in 1974, it still stands silently in a corner of the sanctuary reminiscent of 
days gone by. For the Bridge, Wilmot has created a replica of the hand so all could see its size and perhaps 
even have their picture taken beside what was once the tallest part of Fredericton’s landscape. 
 
10 – REGRETS - Created by artist JULIETTA MCGOVERN, REGRETS is a visual meditation on the personal 
and collective mistakes and missteps we have experienced in the past 150 years.  Created in collaboration 
with Canadian Historians, REGRETS presents moments where time reveals where we were on the wrong 
side of history.  In review of these moments we can pause to reflect and ultimately do better when we step 
forward. REGRETS provides space for personal observation.  In reading the mistakes of history, the viewer is 
challenged by empty spaces to write in personal mistakes and commit themselves to move forward in a 
more positive way. 
  
11 – PALOM – Artist RUDI AKER worked with St. Mary’s Youth during the annual Ekpahak Camp at 
Charlotte Street Arts Centre to design this mural.  The youth were asked to explore their own concepts of 
indigeneity and informed of the history of how their communities have changed in their lifetime.  This mural 
is centered around the palom (salmon) – how they were once abundant in the Wolastoq and at this point in 
time, how few remain.  
 
12 – THE LOVELY BONES – This exhibition is a collection of animal skulls from across Eastern Canada. 
Donated from hunters, farmers, and explorers, each one has its own story.  All the pieces are painted by 
artist ROSEY PETERSON and attempt to explore the relationship that we have with animals in this country.  
We began as hunters and trappers, and evolved into farmers.  As our country grows and the wilderness 
decreases, we sometimes find that the animals come to us. This collection represents all three timeframes 
that humans have interacted with the animals of our country. 
 
13 – QUERENCIA – A place where one feels safe, a place from which one’s strength of character is drawn. A 
poetic reflection on some of the sensations an individual goes through as an immigrant, the feeling of being 
torn between ‘querencia’ to the place of origin and the need to live or survive in the present. Even when each 
immigrant has had different motives or been pushed by different circumstances to move to another place, 
there are common points that unite them, one of them being the body.  The body is the only property 
owned as a warehouse of experiences and memories that conform to the identity and tries to accommodate, 
establish and adjust to a new home territory.  This piece was created and performed by VERONICA 
MARTINEZ, ROXANA CARDENAS, NATALIA SOLANO, OSCAR SOLANO and MIGUELINA IZAGUIRRE.  
 
 
14 – WATERMARK – Experience a poem written by Fredericton Cultural Laureate, IAN LETOURNEAU, that 
interacts with public art that already exists near the river (Gerald Beaulieu’s installation of Watermark). In 
this poem, he wanted the tributaries of language, heritage, historical records, and myth to converge into a 



river of words that blend the past and present. The river is an ever-changing entity, and it reflects the change 
in all of us from day to day, not unlike how the seasons change from Winter to Spring while we are 
preoccupied with the yearly threat of flooding. 
 
15 – MALA – DIALOGUE NB’s mandate is to strengthen social cohesion by fostering a rapprochement 
between English and French Speaking New Brunswickers. In an effort to promote and increase mutual 
understanding and respect between communities, Dialogue NB and its partners have undertaken the Mala 
project. Mala is a Mi'kmaq word that means, "Where I'm from”. Mala reaffirms our shared histories, reveals 
the richness of our spirit and celebrates our successes and our ingenuity. Mala was projected onto the façade 
of the Legislative Assembly as part of the Canada 150 celebrations. 
 
16 – THE COOP – Who are we?  Where do we come from? And where are we going?  Solo Chicken 
Productions emerging artist company, the coop explored these questions using physical theatre as the 
canvas as FAA Artists in Residence from Monday August 28th – Sunday September 3rd.  Over the course of 
the residency the coop artists engaged in a dialogue with the public seeking answers to these questions and 
used the text from these conversations to create the short dynamic movement phrases that you see here.  
The work was created and is being performed by ALEX RIOUX, AMELIA HAY, COURTNEY ARSENAULT, 
DUSTYN FORBES, SAMUEL CROWELL, KIRA CHISHOLM and SYDNEY HALLET. 
 
17 – SCHOOL DAYS – Students from CONNAUGHT STREET SCHOOL took a trip down to the School Days 
Museum, sketch pads in hand and recorded objects from school days past.  Slates, bonnets, the strap!  Upon 
returning to their school the students then chose their favourite object from the past and drew its modern 
equivalent on mylar paper that was laid over the sketch of the past.  The little art pieces fuse past and 
present.  Artist ANGELA BLACK from Open Your Art led the art workshop. 
 
18 – CANADA, 150 ANS EN CHANSON – A musical presentation by the students at MIMI MUSIQUE, brings 
merit to the success of francophone music in Canada from “yesterday” to today. From Bolduc to Celine Dion, 
this repertoire of Canadian songs allows us to discover the artists that left a mark on our country and the 
development of music culture in Canada through their songs. 
 
 
19 – FLYING HIGH – In honour of the ECOLE BATTISEUR ‘s 10-year anniversary the school hosted Artist 
SYLVETTE FORTIN as Artist in Residence.  During the residency she helped the students create kites, with 
each student getting to contribute to a different section of the kite. The inspiration behind the kites was to 
create space where the culture of each student could be shared. 
 
20 – SLAVES NO MORE – This is a piece created by KELLI and CLYDE WRAY about the arrival of Black 
Loyalists and Settlers into New Brunswick who found their freedom and independence, their home on 
Canadian soil. Through dance and spoken original poetry, they are exploring an important part of our history 
and cultural diversity. 
 
21 – WHAT IS “CANADIAN CULTURE” - Senior citizens of Evelyn Grove Manor united with ceramic artist 
SHINAID MCGILLIVRAY to seek their personal response to the question “What is Canadian Culture?”  They 
discovered their answers through clay masks. By exploring historical uses of masks’ worldwide they came to 
their own understandings of what the masks purpose is, especially in the modern world. Integrating 
Canadian symbolism, personal stories, and historical significance created a colourful answer to this question. 
These artworks are not only a celebration of Canadian culture, but of each individual experience of being a 
Canadian. 
 



22 – KATERI - This creation by MARIAH SOCKABASIN, is a leather deer and moose hide dress inspired by 
Kateri Tekakwitha, a Roman Catholic saint who was an Algonquin-Mohawk woman. She was canonized in 
2012, some see her as a connection to the worst aspects of colonialism, some see her as a light for our 
people.  Putting aside religion and focusing this project on the young woman who probably felt divided 
between two worlds, torn between her roots and conforming to a new world.  Kateri; a young woman, so 
young, wise, healer, friend, skilled at leather work, basketry, enjoyed collecting produce and preparing wild 
game, refused to marry – Lily of the Valley.  
 
23 – THE SIGN - THEATRE ST THOMAS & NFTC share another scene that continues to riff on the theme of 
the bridge that explores how the bridge has both brought us together and torn us apart.  Performed by 
LUCAS GUTIERREZ-ROBERT and HANNAH BLIZZARD, directed by ALEX RIOUX.  
 
24 – DEREK DAVIDSON – Sketching the scenes of all 150 years encased into today’s presentation, Derek 
will create these pieces of art in order to capture this moment between artists and audience on the bridge, 
which will given away for free in a raffle at the end of the presentation. 
 
25 – FIRST CONTACT – NATALIE SAPPIER-SAMAQANI is a Wolastoqiyik visual and performing artist from 
Tobique First Nation.  ABBY PAIGE is a writer and performer, the descendant of French and English settlers 
of Turtle Island. For The Bridge, they will meet above the waters of the Wolastoq and under the shadow of 
history to create an original, improvised performance. Their collaboration will explore moments of 
encounter, exchange, witness, reconciliation, and healing. “First contact” is the term anthropologists use to 
describe the meeting of two cultures previously unaware of one another.  Drawing from personal and official 
histories, the report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, and other sources, they will 
search for what it means to hear, see, know, and communicate with each other for the first time, four 
hundred years after their peoples first met.     
 
26 – SACRED WATERS – In traditional jingle dress, AMANDA REID will perform a dance (that will include 
smudging and offering) in prayer to communicate the sacredness of water for Indigenous peoples across 
Canada.  Throughout Canadian history, and more recently in New Brunswick, Indigenous peoples have 
defended water with the recognition that it is necessary for life.  It presents a common ground for 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous alike.  The Wolastoqiyik have an inseparable relationship with the Wolastoq 
(the river that the Bridge crosses).  It is requested that pictures are not taken during the performance, but can 
be taken with the dancer before or after.  
 
27 – LEN AND CUB – Leonard (Len) Keith from Havelock, New Brunswick was an amateur photographer, 
local entrepreneur, and a veteran of the First World War. During his formative years, Len photographed his 
daily life, including his relationship with a man known only as “Cub Coates”. Their time together is captured 
in a collection of candid photographs taken during their youth, into their adult years, and up until Len was 
eventually driven out of town for being gay.  Their love, in whatever way they would have described it, is 
beautiful to examine, and these photographs expose the quiet history of homosocial relationships in rural 
New Brunswick during a time when homosexuality was beyond taboo. Many thanks to the NEW 
BRUNSWICK QUEER HERITAGE INITIATIVE.  
 
28 – WHAT IS DRAG? - In collaboration with the HAUS OF RIVERS and using photos courtesy of the 
Provincial Archives, Solo Chicken will be displaying photos of men play acting as women from an internment 
camp in Amherst, Nova Scotia while a group of contemporary drag performers from the Haus of Rivers and 
more mirror these in tableaux and connect the past with the present. 
 
29 – BID NOW - KELLY GWEN PLEAU, a Yonsei artist, is investigating Japanese immigration, internment 
and discrimination in North America. BID NOW takes the shape of a silent auction, in which representations 



of items once seized by the Canadian government are made available to bid on and own.  In 1943, 21460 
Japanese Canadians’ homes, businesses, and property were sold to pay for their own internment. 
Participants temporarily take the role of those complicit in this act of dispossession, thus replaying and 
reflecting upon a difficult moment in our shared history.  Profits from the auction will be donated to the 
National Council of Canadian Muslims. 
 
30 – DR. PRIESTMAN’S ATTEMPT - Artist JON HOLT will be recreating the moment in Fredericton's 
history, when Dr. Priestman jumped from this bridge to save two boys from drowning who had fallen into 
the Wolastoq, however he was able unable to save the boys and lost his life in the process. Holt enjoys 
creating people, both living and deceased, in miniature size from Polyclay. 
 
31 – TRADE WORTHY – As trade with colonists and fur traders increased, Indigenous people spent more 
and more time creating items for the trade market, which took time away from their own traditional 
seasonal preparations.  Examples of this include; fine ribbons, and fabrics, European beads and jewellery, 
and alcohol.  For the duration of the Bridge event, TARA FRANCIS will be creating small porcupine quill 
examples of some of these trade items, using the traditional Mi’k maq technique of quill insertion on birch 
bark. 
 
32 – WOODED ROOTS – When the first Jesuits arrived on these shores they came to the woods. Wood 
features prominently church imagery. It is both a personal and collecting metaphor.  We are the wood of the 
ark, we are the wood of the manger, we are the wood of the cross.  Being Catholic is a sharing of roots, a 
strength of core, an embracing of the seasons.  This collage is the joint work of the ST. DUNSTAN’S parish.  
With ancestors inscribed on the trunk and branches, prayers and hopes are the leaves that are renewed with 
each season.  The spirit that travels from our roots, through us, we share it with you. Take a leaf and keep it, 
plant it, let it take root.  Although many of us don’t share the local ancestry, it is a remarkable experience to 
come from away and be met by one’s own roots upon arrival. 
 
33 – LISTEN! - THEATRE ST THOMAS & NFTC explore what it means to truly hear your surroundings 
through the musings of local musicians in another scene written by RYAN GRIFFITH.  Performed by TELINA 
DEBLY and ALEX PANNIER, directed by ALEX RIOUX. 
 
34 - KIDNAP & APOTAMKIN – Two short films created by film-maker CARLY SAPPIER.  Sappier is inspired 
by the landscape she calls home and her large family tree.  She is interested in the visual storytelling of the 
Wolastoqiyik as well as writing and producing films for a young audience.  
 
35 – FLAGS A PLENTY – To commemorate the 52nd anniversary of the introduction of the maple leaf flag, 
the FREDERICTON PUBLIC LIBRARY had children visiting the library create their own Canadian flags, 
representing visually the things most important to them about living in Canada.  Thanks to Kim MacLean, 
Stephanie Kingston, Steven Carson, and Victoria Ackerman for facilitating and coordinating the project. 
 
36 – YOUTH VOTE – Working with senior students from KidSing School, choreographer COURTNEY 
ARSENAULT created a collaborative movement piece that explores Canada’s voting age and what is means 
to students.  Through research, discussion and task exercises, each student has created their personal story.   
 
37 – NATIONAL SYMBOL – Did you know that the beaver has been a national symbol since 1975?  In many 
ways artist SYLVETTE FORTIN relates to this beautiful creature.  By using a variety of used and new fabric, 
Fortin celebrates this wonderful animal and recreates its world.  A beaver lodge built with an old quilt, 
bringing back fond memories of a blanket fort from childhood. Fortin also wanted to pay homage to the 
hard work of her predecessors, the Acadians, represented by turning old wool sweaters into logs. Like the 



beaver, they were experts at using what materials were available to build their homes, and in doing so laid 
the foundation for Fortin’s future. 
 
38 – PIERRE TRUDEAU – In 2015, MATT LEBLANC played the part of Pierre Trudeau in TST’s production of 
Trudeau & the FLQ.  The theatrical style merged political history with dramatic clown makeup, exhibiting 
the faux persona that political leaders adopt in the public realm. The face paint hyper-amplifies the slightest 
change in facial expressions, mirroring the effect of modern news cameras focused so closely on politicians’ 
faces during speeches.  Matt will be reanimating Trudeau by reading select monologues, speeches and 
essays spoken or written throughout his life.  Reflecting Canada’s 150th requires recollecting the 
monumental and polarizing impact that P.E.T had on constitutionalism, bilingualism, multiculturalism, 
Quebec separatism, and classical liberalism applied to the Canadian context. 
 
39 – CANADIAN HITS - Bliss Carman students ALICE NEWLING, BEA CULLIGAN and RAILI SCOTT 
perform Canadian hits from the 70’s to the 2000’s, reminiscing on Canada’s musical history under the 
direction of DEE CHIASSON.  From Neil Young, to Joni Mitchell, Leonard Cohen to Feist, these Canadian 
Artists influence the youth of today. Thanks to Jared Mallard!  
 
40 – STANDING ONES – This textile piece created by DANIELLE HOGAN honours the accomplishments of 
the Wolastoqiyik senator Sandra Lovelace Nicholas, whose actions affected not only on the lives of 
Indigenous New Brunswickers but, in fact, innumerable Canadians. In 1979, on behalf of Indigenous women 
and children, Lovelace Nicholas brought her case of discrimination against the Canadian Government to 
United Nations Human Rights Committee.  Six years later, in 1985, she succeeded in forcing Parliament to 
revoke a discriminatory and sexist section of the Indian Act that deprived women marrying non-Aboriginals 
to lose their official status and, deprived their children of their status also.  Hogan is indebted to 
Wolastoqiyik elder Imelda Perley for her generous guidance on this work.   
 
41 – FAMILY TREE – Created by transgender artist ESTHER SOUCOUP, Family Tree aims to show that 
LGBTQ communities within New Brunswick have roots here, but they’ve been ripped from the dirt and 
scattered.  When thinking about history of culture there are always pieces missing.  What pieces are missing, 
why are they missing, and what has happened to the queer history we don’t read about in the text books at 
school? 
 
42 – BANNED BOOKS – The FREDERICTON PUBLIC LIBRARY has always upheld the values of intellectual 
freedom and believed in the freedom to read.  While many of the books in this display were not officially 
banned, they have all been challenged for one reason or another.  Just think, where would our world be if we 
didn’t have To Kill A Mockingbird, The Handmaid’s Tale or Harry Potter? We encourage you to pick up these 
books, leaf through the pages and think about what it means to have the opportunity to read what you 
choose. 
 
43 – NOT ON SOLID GROUND - THEATRE ST THOMAS & NFTC are back with another scene that used the 
bridge as a conduit for questioning.  Questioning whether or not the end is truly in sight.  Performed by 
SHARISSE LEBRUN and JEAN-MICHEL CLICHE, directed by ROBBIE LYNN. 
 
44 – STINKY MILL MAKING STUFF – PENELOPE STEVENS is a multi-disciplinary artist living in 
Fredericton.  When she’s not playing rock music, you can usually find her at Shiftwork Studio, carving 
toothbrushes, making zines, or occasionally taxidermy-ing mice.  Stevens’ piece is an ode to the antiquated 
industries of New Brunswick, drawing on nostalgia and the childlike wonder of growing up in a mill town. 
 
45 – WEAVING HANDS – With the support of Solo Chicken Wolastoqiyik artist SQOTEWISQ JUDIE 
ACQUIN-MIKSOVSKY led a basketry workshop for a group of Syrian women at MCAF where she shared the 



technique of traditional Wolastoqiyik basketry.  The women created baskets and then filled them with items 
that represent ‘home’.  The aim of this project was to build connections and understanding between cultures 
through connection and knowledge. 
 
46 – REACHING FORWARD – An original piece, facilitated by ALEX RIOUX, exploring the Wilmot United 
Churches long progressive history, which will conclude with the moment Wilmot became an affirming 
congregation, opening its doors to people of all sexualities and gender identities.  The piece was created and 
is being performed by The Wilmot United Youth Group. 
 
47 – WELCOMING WORDS – NO ONE IS ILLEGAL FREDERICTON asked Frederictonians to write words of 
welcome on cue cards when the first flux of Syrian immigrants came in 2016.  Walking through these 
welcoming words, we hope that our country continues to grow as the multicultural nation that we claim to 
be.  People may fill out their own cue cards with welcoming words for others and give them to the member 
of NOII.  
 
48 – THIS IS US – Fredericton, like many Canadian cities, struggles to adequately house all of its residents.  
Housing insecure residents rely on unstable housing sources such as rooming houses and homeless shelters.  
These less-than-ideal living situations nevertheless become sites of home, hope and community.  THIS IS 
US, which features new work by Fredericton-based photographer KELLY BAKER, aims to show just that. 
 
49 – THE LANGUAGE OF LAUGHTER – Solo Chicken partnered with MCAF to create this film that centred 
around a Laughter Yoga class for MCAF seniors.  What do you do when language and culture put up a 
barrier?  Moving through the barrier of language and culture, the language of laughter helped to build a 
sense community and togetherness between participants. 
 
50 – WHAT IS HOME? - Through tableau, movement and voice, this piece tells a story about finding place or 
a sense of “home” in the context of migration.  For many, this is a continuous process; an ongoing journey of 
discovering and rediscovering who we are and where we belong across borders or in a particular place or 
space.  Performed and created by the MCAF Girls Youth Group, including: Pascaline Labelle, Lucy Ahuka, 
Melanie Nagbe, Purnima Sharma, Rina Sunchuari, Dorcas Furahisha, Deborah Furahisha, Omoyi Ahuka.   
ALEX RIOUX co-facilitated the workshops with MADELEINE WHALEN who both thank the girls for being 
extremely generous with their time, honesty, and creativity 
 
51 – STORIES OF CULTURE - Facilitated by KELLY BAKER through Solo Chicken Productions, these 
photographs explore the diverse narratives of what “Canada” means to a group of newcomer youth at 
MCAF.  Within the context of Canada 150, it is important to cultivate diverse stories of what exactly it means 
to be “Canadian”; what “Canadian culture” actually looks like; and the opportunities for Canada’s future.  
Participants learned how to use photography as a way to communicate their stories and display their unique 
perspectives as newcomer youth.   
 
52 – HERE AND NOW – Lisa Anne Ross in collaboration with the Bluebell Montessori School and West Platt 
kids are bringing to life the vision of ISIS BRENNAN.  As children we are grounded in the present.  We have 
little past to remember and no context for our future, so we revel in the present.  Each moment stretches.  
But as we age and our relationship to the past expands and our connection to the future becomes more 
tenable we begin to skip over the present. On the bridge a small army of kids, armed with homemade 
cameras, will be ready to ‘photograph’ the audience with the hope that it will slow down the race for the past 
and future and place our audience firmly in the present.  
 
53 – POMP & CIRCUMSTANCE – A friendly introduction to the bridge and its significance to our community 
from the folks at THEATRE ST. THOMAS & NEXT FOLDING THEATRE COMPANY about the ever 



changing meaning of words, objects and spaces, written by RYAN GRIFFITH and featuring performances by 

MIGUEL ROY and BRENNAN GARNETT, directed ROBBIE LYNN. 
 
54 – UNCEDED RED TERRITORY – This performance is intended to be a reminder of the fact that the city of 
Fredericton is built and exists on unceded Wolastoqiyik territory.  As the artists, NIPAHTUWET NAKA 
WESPAHTUWET POSSESOM and DRAE STEVENS move through space & time, they tie off sacred strips 
of red cloth, the same which they use to signify ceremonial areas and in the process reclaim the space of the 
bridge.  Please do not take photographs of the dancers.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 


